
Is Microsoft Office 365 Secure?

The world is moving to Office 365. Don't leave 
security, compliance, and control up in the air.

Many organizations already use or are 
planning to migrate to Microsoft Office 365. 
Working with UBM Research, we surveyed 
security professionals to discover the top 
security, encryption, and archiving challenges 
when moving to the cloud.

Key takeaway:  Advanced threats 
strike at your users.  Third party 
solutions can help extend Office 365 
security to block threats, gain 
insight into the attack, and 
automate response. 

CLOUD ADOPTION IS ON THE RISE

BUT THE MOVE BRINGS NEW RISKS

Over Three-Fourths Use Cloud-Based Apps

As more and more global enterprises make the 
move, confidence in the cloud is growing. And with 
the right security measures in place, the cloud can 

can be a safe investment.

Office 365 Sees Big Growth

More than four in ten organization are in the 
process of implementing Office 365 or 

already use it.

Security Gaps System Performance Compliance

?

Did you know? of security pros say vulnerabilities introduced 
through off-the-shelf applications or systems 
consume the biggest chunk of their workday.

Users are feeling insecure about Office 365 and known threats.

are not very confident in Microsoft Office 365 to 
detect and block known threats.91%

VISABILITY IS PARAMOUNT 
WHEN USERS BECOME A TARGET

Only one in three have confidence in Office 365’s ability to 
provide intelligence for incident response.

91% of targeted attacks start with email
Sophisticated social engineering makes email the most 
reliable way to reach nearly every person in every 
organization around the world.
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And they're feeling even less secure about unknown threats.

are most concerned about 
sophisticated attacks targeted directly 
at the organization...

57%While

are concerned about Microsoft 
Office 365’s inability to detect 
and block zero-day and 
advanced threats.

98% 

33% 
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Detect and block attacks against 
your users more effectively.

Increase visibility with 
forensic insights in an attack.

Automate response to quickly 
remove threats before they can 

cause lasting harm.

2. 3.

ENHANCE OFFICE 365 
WITH STRONGER SECURITY

Layer smart security to:

1.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

www.proofpoint.com/office365

SECURE OFFICE 365 
WITH PROOFPOINT ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION
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Respond to compromise with 
automated threat quarantine 

and forensics.

Stop 99.9% of advanced threats 
before they reach your users.

Gain threat visibility at an 
organization, threat, and 

user-level to prioritize actions.

Top 3 Office 365 concerns


